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ABSTRACT

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS) is
supporting the development of products aimed at providing automated guidance to the air traffic
managers for the anticipation of changes in ceiling and visibility (C&V) conditions and wake
vortex behavior in the terminal area. Fine-resolution, one-dimensional (column) numerical
models are being considered to provide information on the evolution of the local fine-scale
structure of the lower atmosphere over the terminal area. The Code Brouillard Eau Liquide
(COBEL) column model is being investigated for potential use within the ITWS. This onedimensional numerical model has been developed for the short-term prediction of fog events in
the north of France.
This report describes initial progress in adapting the COBEL model to a wider range of
meteorological conditions. A parameterization of surface frost deposition was implemented and
a slight error in the computation of stability in a saturated atmosphere was corrected. Tests
suggest that these modifications represent important features of the newest version of the
COBEL model. Other significant modifications to the COBEL model were performed. Pressure
tendencies and vertical motion (vertical advection) were implemented as additional external
forcings to the column model. Sensitivity tests show that these forcings play important roles in
determining the onset, evolution and dissipation of low stratiform clouds. Some further
applications of the model are briefly discussedand future development efforts are suggested.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS) is
supporting the development of products aimed at providing automated guidance to the air traffic
managers for the anticipation of changes in ceiling and visibility (C&V) conditions and wake
vortex behavior in the terminal area. A Dynamic Atmospheric Vertical Structure Nowcast
System is being developed to provide current and very short-term predictions of the vertical
structure of the lower atmosphere at strategic sites in the terminal area. The core of this system
would be a high-resolution one-dimensional (1D) boundary layer model. Efforts described and
discussed in this document represent important groundwork concerning future development
efforts, such as adapting the Code Brouillard Eau Liquide (COBEL) technology toward an
improvement of its versatility, and thus to its possible use within the ITWS.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) has been
collaborating with members of the Atmospheric Sciencesgroup at the Universite du Quebec a
Montreal (UQAM) for the evaluation of the COBEL column model. This one-dimensional
numerical model has been developed at the Laboratoire d’Aerologie, Universite Paul Sabatier in
Toulouse France for the short-term prediction of fog events in the north of France. Its potential
use within the FAA Integrated Terminal Weather System is being investigated. The COBEL
model has originally been designed to represent the local fine-scale structure of the lower
atmosphere. The main characteristics of this model are : (i) a turbulent mixing parameterization
based on turbulent kinetic energy and adaptation to the nocturnal lower atmosphere; (ii) a high
spectral resolution longwave radiation scheme; (iii) a simple parameterization for microphysics;
and (iv) a representation of soil-atmosphere exchangefor heat and moisture [ 11. COBEL’s highresolution, long-wave radiation model permits an accuratedepiction of thermal radiation, while
its sophisticated turbulence parameterization is neededin order to realistically representturbulent
exchanges in the stable nocturnal atmospheric boundary layer. A great number of published
studies suggest that the accurate representationof these two factors (radiation and turbulence) is
crucial to a successful simulation of changesin ceiling and visibility conditions. Also, the close
relationship between turbulence intensity and wake vortex behavior suggests that COBEL
predictions of turbulent kinetic energy representa desirable capability for a wake vortex advisory
system.
M&Co-France is developing a system using the COBEL model, driven by pressureforces and
horizontal advections, to predict the formation of dense radiation fog. An experimental version
of the model, driven by observed horizontal advections and high cloud cover, has been
successfully tested on several observed fog casesin France’s Nord-Pas de Calais region [2]. A
pre-operational version of COBEL, driven by horizontal advections and cloud cover taken from
an operational limited area mesoscale model, has also been successfully tested at M&o-France
over a greater number of fog cases[3].
Efforts in adapting the COBEL model to a wider range of meteorological conditions has
recently been undertaken by UQAM-MIT/LL. First, the implementation of a solar radiation
parameterization scheme has allowed the simulation of the daytime boundary layer evolution.
Preliminary tests showed that COBEL performed realistically when applied to the solar energy
induced dissipation of a fog layer [4]. Subsequentmodifications were introduced in the model
after a review of the computer code in which some features were found to be missing or seemed
V

to be inconsistent with the ongoing or future development plans. The computation of soilatmosphereexchangesof water vapor was slightly modified to add the capability of representing
the frost deposition process. In the original version, only the effects of dew deposition were
taken into account. It is shown that this addition plays an important role in the prediction of
visibility near the ground. Also, some errors in the computation of stability in a saturated
atmosphere within COBEL were rectified. Since errors induced are small near the surface but
become larger with height, the impact on fog prediction is negligible. Tests suggestthat previous
estimates of stability may not have been realistic in other scenarios, such as stratus or
stratocumulus prediction.

.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document is set in the context of the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology Lincoln
Laboratory ongoing collaboration with the Universite du Quebeca Montreal for the adaptation of
the COBEL (Code Brouillard Eau Liquide) column model as a potential tool within the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS). It is now
recognized that the nesting within a three-dimensional mesoscalemodel of a one-dimensional
(1D) high vertical resolution boundary layer (BL) model is a viable alternative to the current
problem of BL cloud forecasting [5] and thus to the production of enhancedceiling and visibility
(C&V) forecasts. This alternative has been chosen and exploited by M&Co-France in
collaboration with the Laboratoire d’ Aerologie, Universite Paul Sabatier in Toulouse France for
the short-term prediction of fog events in the north of France. The central feature of MCtCoFrance’s system is the COBEL model, a high-resolution 1D nocturnal BL model developed at the
Laboratoire d’A&ologie (Bergot and GuCdalia, 1994). The main characteristics of this model
are: (i) a turbulent mixing parameterization adapted to strong stable stratification (e.g.,
nighttime); (ii) a high-spectral-resolution longwave radiation scheme; (iii) a simple
parameterization for microphysics; and (iv) a representation of soil-atmosphere exchange for
heat and moisture.
The main underlying hypothesis for the work presentedhere is that enhancedC&V nowcasts
can be produced using a high-resolution 1D model driven with detailed observationsprovided by
ITWS’ various sensors, and that very short term outlooks can also be provided to the aviation
community by using a mesoscale model to drive the same 1D model. COBEL is an attractive
alternative as the 1D numerical prediction component of this system mainly becauseof its 1.5
order turbulence closure schemeand its sophisticated radiation schemes. Also, the low computer
cost associated to its use makes it a viable engine for the production of frequently updated
forecasts.
An experimental version of COBEL, forced by observed horizontal advections and high
cloud cover, has been successfully tested on several observedfog casesin France’s Nord-Pas de
Calais region [2]. A pre-operational version of the model, forced by horizontal advections and
cloud cover taken from an operational mesoscalemodel, has also been successfully tested over a
greater number of fog cases collected during three consecutive winters [3]. An overall
90 percent successrate has been obtained on all no-fog and fog casesduring these three winters.
Eighty-five percent of observed fog caseshave been correctly predicted, with a false-alarm rate
of 25 percent. These results show a dramatic improvement compared to fog forecastsperformed
by M&o-France’s forecasters on the same cases(e.g., 67 percent detection rate and 57-percent
false-alarm rate). Also, it was determined that the majority of COBEL’s missed cases were
related to errors in the mid- and high-level cloud cover forecasts produced with the mesoscale
model used to drive the column model. With thesegood preliminary results, plans are under way
to implement COBEL in an operational environment at M&o-France’s Direction Interregional
Nord. A second operational application is under way at the Institut Royal Medorologique de
Belgique, where the coupling of COBEL with an expert system is being considered for the
forecasting of dense fog events at the Brussels airport. A detailed description of the initial
formulation of the model can be found in [6].
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Here, a discussion is presentedon the latest modifications ,implemented in the model. Some
changes were made after a review of the COBEL computer code in which some features were
found to be missing or seemedto be inconsistent with the ongoing or future development plans.
It was decided to implement and test corrections to these problems and to study their impact on
the performance of the model. To continue the work of adapting the COBEL model to a wider
range of meteorological scenarios, started by [4] with the implementation of the [7] solar
radiation scheme, work on the implementation of a more complete set of dynamical external
forcings has been undertaken. The effects of local pressure tendencies and vertical motion
(w=dz/dt) are now included in COBEL’s one-dimensional simulation. Details concerning this
implementation and some results from sensitivity studies are presentedin this document. These
results suggest that, with the new implemented features, the COBEL model becomes an
attractive tool for predicting transitions of stable-neutral-stable stratification during instrument
flight rules (IFR) conditions at Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW).

2
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2. DESCRIPTION OF MINOR MODIFICATIONS

While studying the code and comparing it with the available documentation, some
discrepancies were found. It was discovered that the COBEL version used at UQAM did not
incorporate the parameterization of surfacefrost deposition, as documented in [8]. Also, it was
discoveredthat some aspectsof the computation of stability in a saturatedatmospheremight lead
to erroneous estimates of stability in simulated fog layers. These aspects are discussed more
fully in Section 2.2. Furthermore, it was discovered that parametersneeded for the computation
of stability, which is itself needed in the integration of the turbulent kinetic energy budget
equation process,were used in a somewhat inconsistent manner.
2.1

Frost Deposition

Following the discovery that the frost deposition parameterization documented in [8] was not
part of the version used at UQAM, it was decided that in order to have a version of the model
that is as complete as possible, a suitable parameterization, basedon the information found in [8],
should be implemented.
Bergot [8] points out that when the surface temperature becomes lower than the freezing
point, frost deposition occurs instead of dew deposition. Also, he indicates that the rate at which
frost deposition occurs is faster than the one associated with dew deposition. Thus, to represent
this effect, the saturation mixing ratio with respect to liquid water (q&T,,)) considered within
the surface latent heat flux parameterization (see [8] and [6]) is changedto:
%a& (Tso)=qsat(Tso)

ecyIk”))
ws so

(1)

where eis(Tso) is the saturation vapor pressure over ice and ews(TsJ is the saturation vapor
pressure over water at surface temperature T,, Thus, a simple correction, represented by the
ratio of eis and e,,, is applied to the computed saturation water vapor mixing ratio (qsat) to
represent the difference between the saturation state with respect to ice as compared to the one
with respectto liquid water.
Within COBEL, to ensure the numerical stability of the scheme, the parameterized surface
water vapor flux is linearized following [9]:
t - H” ( %at ( Tso
t ) + ~(T~~+~o))]
E=pCh [ qzl

(2)

where superscripts indicate at which time step the surface temperature is considered (t = current
time step, t+l = next time step). qzl, p and T representthe atmospheric water vapor mixing ratio
at the lowest model level (0.5 m), air density and temperature, respectively. Ch is an exchange
coefficient deduced from the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [6] and Hu is the surface relative
humidity. The applied correction to qsat (eq. (1)) is used in this linearization procedure by

3

substituting eq. (1) in eq. (2), thus obtaining the expression of the water vapor flux resulting in
surface frost deposition:

(3)

(Isat

where

(4)

-

I

is obtained by differentiating eq. (1) with respectto temperature(T).
Furthermore, the latent heat of vaporization is replaced by the latent heat of sublimation
when frost deposition OCCLU-s.Since the latent heat of vaporization CL,,) is already computed as a
function of temperature within COZIEL [lo], the latent heat of sublimation (L,) is computed as a
function of L, using the following relation:
LS

=F,L,

(5)

where F, is a temperature dependent factor. The dependency of F, with temperature was
deduced using values of L, and L, presented in Table 2.1 of [lo]. This table is partially
reproduced below (Table 1). A linear regression between F, and temperature T results in the
following relationship:
F, =O.OOl~T+1.13

(6)

Thus, the latent heat of sublimation (L,) can be easily obtained by substituting eq. (6) into
eq.(5). The surface temperature taken within COBEL is used to compute L,, as well as F, and
thus L,
These expressions ((3), (4) and (5)) are used only when conditions favorable to frost
deposition (downward flux) are diagnosed in the course of a simulation. For an upward water
vapor flux, when the surface temperature is below OOC,expressions(3) to (6) are also used. The
only differences are the use of a different exchange coefficient Cl, in (3) and a different surface
relative humidity parameter (Hu). In the case of an upward flux, Ch is formulated using
“K-theory” [4] instead of Monin-Obukhov similarity relationships which are used for the
computation of the downward flux [6]. As far as the relative humidity parameter (Hu) is
concerned, different values are used whether a downward (HudeP.) or an upward (Hu,,,~.) flux
is occurring.

4

Table 1
Latent Heats of Vaporization (L,) and Sublimation
and Their Ratios (Fc) [lo]

(L,),

When a downward water vapor flux occurs, HudePo.is set to 1 (independent of the surface
humidity) since it is assumedthat the flux is controlled by the atmosphere. When an upward flux
occurs, it is mainly controlled by the hydrological state of the soil surface. Thus, the surface
relative humidity parameter (Huevap.) must be dependent on the saturation state of the soil
surface, with 0 I Hu,vaP.-< 1 [4]. Within COBEL, the samevalue of Hu,,~~. (or Ht+lepo.)is used
regardlessof the fact that the surface temperatureis below or above the freezing point.
To illustrate these considerations, the modified general algorithm for the surface water vapor
flux is presented in Figure 1. To summarize, first a test is performed to see if the surface
temperature (T,,) is below 00 C. If it is, then the eis/ewscorrection to qsatis used along with the
water vapor mixing ratio at the lowest model level (q(1)) in order to diagnose whether conditions
are favorable to a downward or an upward water vapor flux. Then, relevant relations are used to
compute the surface water vapor flux. If the surface temperature is above the freezing point,
similar steps and computations are performed, but without using the ei,/e,, correction to qsat. If
conditions for an upward or a downward water vapor flux are not met, the flux is simply set to
zero.
2.2

Stability in a Saturated Atmosphere

In the presence of liquid water, the stability criteria considered within COBEL is derived
from the formulation of the Brtint-VaiMla frequency of [l 11, where the vertical temperature
gradient is now expressedwith the use of potential temperature (equation (24) of [6]:
(7)
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cpo.qsatt’bo)
zs;s; < q(l) ?

L

no

no

yes frost

deposition

eqs. (3) to (6)
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(Tardif et al., 1994)
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I

> q(l)
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L
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]
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s
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?
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Figure I. Schematicrepresentation of the surface water vaporjlux algorithm.

In (7), qw is the total water mixing ratio and IY, is the pseudo-adiabaticlapse rate [ 121:
,+L
rm =rd

(l+%at>
1+%.&“i-~[1+,,,))

6

clsat

where qsatis computed with:
qsat=0.622 ewsCT)
P-e,,(T)

(9)

While studying the model code it became apparent that some aspectsof the computation of
eq. (7) were implicitly related to radiation fog forecasting and that they might not be realistic in
other scenarios, such as stratus or stratocumulus forecasting. For example, the value of
temperature T used to compute e,,(T), itself used to compute Tm (eq. (8)) and qsat(eq. (9)), was
not explicitly computed in the computer program. Tests on the computer used at UQAM showed
that this resulted in the use of a constant value of 0 OC. Also, the pressure p used in the
computation of qsat(eq. (9)) was set constant at 1000 hPa. In the context in which the model has
been used so far, these values can be considered valid or realistic, since stability in the presence
of liquid water was computed only near the surface (fog -> near surface processes). It was
believed that with these parameters, the computation of stability in the presenceof liquid water
for layers located higher up in the model domain could be somewhat deficient. So, in order to
have as universal a model code as possible, it was decided to implement some modifications.
Now, explicitly computed mean layer temperature values and hydrostatic pressure values are
used to compute qsat and rm throughout the model domain.

Another important item, the T/9 term within the first term on the left-hand side of (7) was
missing. Since the surface pressure was set at 1000 hPa in the model, this term is close to 1 in
the first few tens of meters of the atmosphere.Consequently, it is believed that this term does not
play an important role in the diagnosis of stability during the formation stage of a fog layer. But,
as the fog layer grows in height and eventually becomes a stratus layer during the burn-off
process, the introduction of the T/8 term might prove to be important. With pressure held
constant in time, the magnitude of T/8 stays close to 1 in the lowest few meters of the
atmosphere, but slowly decreaseswith height as shown in Figure 2. As a result, the relative
importance of terms included in eq. (7) will be slightly different, thus possibly affecting the
computation of stability near fog/stratus top as the cloud rises. Consequently, the complete
expression of stability in a saturatedatmosphere(eq. (7)) was implemented within the model. A
validation of this modification is presentedin Section 3.2.

7

0.98 0.985 0.99 0.995

1 1.005 1.01 1.015 1.02
T/0

Figure 2. Mean magnitude of T/8 as afunction of altitude within thefog layer, diagnosed at 0600
UTC November 16rh (simulation of the November lSth-ldfh “Lille 88” case).

2.3

Turbulent Kinetic Energy Integration

Again while studying the model code, a time inconsistency was discovered in parameters
involved in the computation of stability in a saturated atmosphere, used when solving the
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) budget equation. In the COBEL model, each prognostic
variable is solved one at a time (a form of process splitting), starting with potential temperature
(0), water vapor mixing ratio (q), wind components (u,v), liquid water (ql) and then TKE. After
each equation is solved, the variable contains the corresponding updated value (value at time
“t+At”). In the model code, to solve the TKE budget equation, equation (7) is evaluated after
updated values of 8, q, u,v, and ql have been computed. But, values valid at time “t” of 0 and
thus of T were used, while updated values of q and 91 (qw=q+ql) (valid at time “t+At”) were
considered. In the context of COBEL stability is considered as a diagnostic parameter (valid at
time “t”), thus that procedure seemed inconsistent. With COBEL’s small time steps (30 sec.
when liquid water has appeared),it is believed that this situation is not critical. Nevertheless,the
code has been modified so that all parameters involved in the computation of equation (7) are
taken at time “t”.
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3. TESTS AND VALIDATION

3.1

OF MINOR MODIFICATIONS

Frost Deposition

The modified algorithm for surface exchanges of water vapor described in Section 2.1 is
tested using simulations of the October 31St-November 1st case from the “Lille 88” field
experiment [ 131. This casewas chosen since surface temperature falls very rapidly as night falls
and stays below the freezing point during most of the night, as can be seen in Figure 3.

Time (UTC)
Figure 3. Simulated surface temperaturefor the October 31Sf-NovemberIs’ “Lille 88” case,from
1500 UTC October 31st to 1500 UTC November Pt.

Furthermore, Bergot [8] describes this case as a “near fog” event, meaning that a dense fog
layer did not materialize even though early evening atmospheric conditions at the experimental
Camin site (&lord-Pasde Calais region, northern France) suggesteda very strong probability that
a densefog layer would form during the night.
In his study, Bergot [8] showed the importance of parametrizing, in a realistic fashion, the
process (and thus the frost deposition process, also) for a successful simulation of this
particular “near fog” event. It should be pointed out that Bergot defines a dense fog event as a
night during which the observed horizontal visibility is reduced below 200 m during a period of
more than 1 l/2 hours. If these conditions are not met, the case is then considered as a “no fog”
event.

dewfall
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To illustrate the impact of the frost deposition parameterization scheme, twenty-four-hour
simulations were performed with and without the corrections presented in Section 2.1. Thus,
comparisons will show the differences between one simulation where the dew deposition
parameterization is used even though the surface temperature falls below the freezing point and
the other simulation where the frost deposition is taken into account. Since surface observations
did not show any significant advection over the site, these parameters were set to zero for the
present simulations. Geostrophic winds (pressure forces) are taken from forecasts provided by
the then operational French PERIDOT model [14]. Horizontal visibility is computed as a
function of liquid water content [15]. Simulations are initialized at 1500 UTC October 31st and
end at 1500 UTC November 1st. Figure 4 presents the results concerning the simulated
horizontal visibility near the surface. It is observed that when the dew deposition
parameterization is used instead of the frost deposition parameterization, the model simulates the
formation of a densefog layer (visibility below 200m) in the latter hours of the night (from 0300
UTC to 0715 UTC November 1st) (Figure 4 (a)). When the frost deposition processis taken into
account, instead of dew deposition, the simulated horizontal visibility stays just above 200 m
during the entire night (Figure 4 (b)). Consequently, it is concluded that the model successfully
simulates the non-formation of a dense fog layer. This result obtained with the frost deposition
parameterization is closer to the observed reality, as quoted from Bergot when describing
observations at the experimental Carnin site: “relative humidity stays close (or equal) to 100
percent near the ground but a densefog layer did not develop” [8].
Figure 5 shows the modeled relative humidity at the lowest model level for the same two
simulations. During the first hours of the night (period highlighted in both figures), it can be
observedthat the relative humidity obtained with the frost deposition deposition parameterization
(Figure 5 (b)) is a few percent lower than the one obtained with the dewfall parameterization
(Figure 5 (a)). This results from a more important downward water vapor flux when the frost
deposition parameterization is used. In fact, for the period highlighted in Figure 5, an increaseof
about 30 percent in the intensity of the surface latent heat flux has been diagnosed when the frost
deposition parameterization is used as compared to the simulation where dew deposition is
considered. Also, it should be mentioned that similar tests were performed without considering
the eis/e,, correction in the linearization procedure of the surface water vapor flux (eqs. (2), (3)
and (4)). This results in using (~qsat/iJI’)instead of (~qsat~Ost/~T)in eq. (3). Results obtained
with and without the correction to the linearization procedure showed no significant differences.
Consequently, this suggests that this correction, in other words the use of eq. (4), could be
omitted when computing the surface frost deposition.
It can then be concluded that an increaseddownward water vapor flux (frost deposition) leads
to an increased depletion of the atmospheric water vapor content near the surface, thus lowering
the total amount of condensable water vapor that can possibly be transformed into liquid water
under the influence of continuous cooling. Finally, tests performed showed that the version of
the model incorporating the previously described frost deposition parameterization is able to
simulate the processthought to be responsiblefor the occurrenceof an observednear-fog event.
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3.2

Other Modifications

To study the impact of modifications, described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, to the COBEL code
used at UQAM and to make sure that previously drawn conclusions (see [8] and [4]) can still be
verified, a simulation performed with the version of the model incorporating all modifications
described above was compared with previous results. Here, the November 15th-16th“Lille 88”
case was selected since it is characterized by a dense fog layer [8], which became fairly deep
toward the end of the night. The overall synoptic situation can be described as follows. A large
anti-cyclone centered over the Nord-Pas de Calais region in France, with a central surface
pressure of 1030 hPa, was slowly moving toward the east. Light easterly winds and a cirrus
cloud cover can further describe the meteorological conditions over the region of interest. An
important cooling rate at the surface after sunset led to the lowering of the horizontal visibility
below 1000 m starting around 2230 UTC November 15th and ultimately to the formation of a
densefog at about 0 100 UTC on November 16*. Regional surface observations suggestedvery
weak advections of temperature and humidity. For this reason, these external forcings were set
to zero in the following integrations. Geostrophic winds are again provided by the PERIDOT
model. Here, two twenty-four-hour simulations were performed, with and without the previously
described modifications, so that comparisons could be made. Both simulations were initialized
at 1500 UTC November 15th.
Figure 6 shows the results of these simulations by presenting modeled time evolution of the
vertical profile of liquid water mixing ratios. By looking at theseresults, virtually no differences
can be observed, thus suggesting that implemented modifications have no major impact on the
simulated fog layer. But when actually computing the differences between results of both
simulations, differences become more clearly observable as shown in Figure 7. When looking at
contours (every 1x10-4Kg m-3) representing differences C‘with” modifications minus “without”)
in the time evolution of the vertical profile of liquid water mixing ratio (Figure 7 (a)), we seethat
very little differences are observed during the first few hours of the simulation (from 1500 UTC
November 15* to 0600 UTC November 16th ). In fact, differences stay below 1x10-4 Kg m-3 .
This period corresponds to the formation and mature phases of the fog layer, which has been
studied by [8], thus suggesting that conclusions drawn by him can still be considered valid.
But later in the simulation, profiles of differences in the liquid water content are weakly
negative in the lower part of the fog layer and positive in the upper part as shown in Figure 7 (b).
This phenomenon becomes more apparent with time, thus suggesting that liquid water is
transported upward at a faster rate in the simulation performed with the modified version. This
seemsto be related to a more important turbulence mixing within the fog layer for the simulation
performed with the modified version of the COBEL code. Figure 8 shows the dijfkence
between the turbulent fluxes of liquid water, as diagnosed in the simulations with and without the
modifications (difference-> “with” minus “without”), for the period where most important
differences in liquid water contents are observed (0200 to 1200 UTC November 16th). Since a
positive (upward) flux is expected at the top of the fog layer, positive values near cloud top
indicate that the upward flux of liquid water is larger when the modified version is used.
Negative values in the lower part of the layer indicate that the downward flux is also larger (more
negative) with the newest version, since a negative (downward) flux is occurring in that part of
the layer.
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This increase in the turbulent mixing is due to differences in the diagnosed stability within
the fog layer. Corrections to the computation of stability apparently lead to a diagnosis of less
stable or more unstable layers near fog top, leading to more turbulent diffusion of liquid water in
that region. To illustrate this fact, Figure 9 shows, as an example, the diagnosed profile of
stability within the fog layer at 0600 UTC November 16thfor simulations performed before (old)
and after (new) the corrections were implemented. This time was chosen since it is the time just
before noticeable differences appearin modeled liquid water mixing ratios (see Figure 7 (a)). It
should be noted that negative values denote unstable layers, and inversely positive values
indicate the presenceof stable layers. We seethat the most apparent differences are located near
fog top, where less stable layers are diagnosed with the corrected formulation of stability in a
saturated atmosphere. The same characteristics are found later in the simulations (at 0830 UTC
November 16th; Figure 10) when less unstable layers are diagnosed near the surface and, again,
less stable ones appear near fog top, thus leading to continuously more important upward
diffusion of liquid water at fog top in the simulation performed with the described modifications
to the COBEL code.
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Now, to clearly show that implemented modifications do not affect the capability of the
model to forecast a fog layer’s onset and early evolution with the accuracy shown in Bergot’s
study [8], Figure 11 shows a comparison of the simulated evolution of horizontal visibility at 1.6
m with the observed one at 1.4 m at the Carnin site on the evening of November 15th and night
of the 16*, 1988. We see that the observedevolution of visibility is quite well reproduced. The
predicted fog onset time is approximately the same as the observed one, but the sudden drop in
visibility observed around midnight (hour 24) happens a little earlier in the simulation.
Nevertheless, low visibilities observed from 0130 to 0300 UTC November 16th are remarkably
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well reproduced. This suggeststhat, again, Bergot’s results are still verified with our slightly
modified version of the COBEL model.
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Figure 11. Time evolution of modeled(thin line) horizontal visibility at 1.6 m and observedvisibility (thick
grey line) at 1.4 m (adaptedfromfig. V.27 (d) of Bergot, 1993),for the 15th-i6th November ‘Lille 88” case
(Model initialization: hour 15 = 1500 UTC November 15th).
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4. ADDITIONAL

MESOSCALE EXTERNAL FORCINGS

The initial formulation of the COBEL model included horizontal advections of temperature
and humidity as external forcings [l]. To improve COBEL’s coupling with the mesoscale
environment, the effects of pressure tendencies and vertical motion (w=dz/dt) have been
introduced in COBEL’s 1D simulations. These effects are thought to be of utmost importance in
the representation of the low cloud field and thus to the very short-term prediction of C&V
events. For instance, local pressure tendencies modify the saturation state of an air parcel by
changing its temperature (adiabatic compression or expansion). Thus, motionless humid air
parcels can theoretically be brought to saturation only under the influence of local pressurefalls,
thus resulting in the formation of fog or stratus. Also, advection by the vertical wind component
(w) plays an important role in determining the structure of the BL by, for example, maintaining
or strengthening the capping inversion at the top of the BL in the case of subsidence. This
inversion, by its strength and vertical location (i.e., height relative to the Lifting Condensation
Level), plays an important role in the maintenance or dissipation of a stratocumulus cloud deck
[16]. Consequently, both forcings can act on a column of air and help determine the cloud
amount in that column. For this reason,pressuretendenciesand vertical motion have been added
as complements to the set of external forcings “driving” the COBEL column model. Horizontal
advections of horizontal winds (u and v) and of pressurewere also implemented in the model but
have not yet been tested. For this reason,thesetopics will not be extensively discussedhere.
For very short-term forecasting, all external forcings can be obtained from detailed mesoscale
analysesof mesoscalenumerical weather prediction models such as the Canadian Regional Finite
Element (RFE) or Mesoscale Compressible Community (MC2) models, the National
Meteorological Center’s Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) or ETA models, the National Center for
Atmospheric Research/Pennsylvania State University MM5 model or the Colorado State
University RAMS model.
4.1

Local Pressure Tendency
4.1.1 Implementation

The introduction of pressure tendencies in the model implies that the pressure profile used
during a COBEL simulation can be variable. In the initial formulation of the model; the surface
pressurewas set constant to a value of 1000 hPa and the vertical pressureprofile was obtained by
solving the hydrostatic equation using the initial temperature profile. This pressure profile was
kept constant throughout an integration. Since COBEL is formulated using the potential
temperature 0, it should be pointed out that the use of a surfacepressureof 1000 hPa implied that
the potential temperature 0 at the surface is equal to the surface sensible temperature T since the
definition of 8 is :
R/c,

8=T

(10)
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Consequently, 8 or T could be used in an interchangeable manner in the surface energy budget
equation without any further consideration. This simplified quite a bit the coupling, within
COBEL, of the atmospherewith the ground.
But considering that a variable pressure profile should be a part of the COBEL model, the
surface pressure will most probably be different than the previously standard 1000 hPa value.
Therefore, some additional modifications needed to be implemented in the model code to
preserve the consistency of the model’s soil-atmosphere coupling. To summarize, the energy
budget equation was reformulated in terms of the potential temperature 0 instead of the
temperature T. The soil heat diffusion equation was rewritten in a “pseudo soil potential
temperature” 8,. This “pseudo potential temperature” is defined as:
R/k,

e,(zs)=Ts(zs)

( 1

.

looohPa
Psfc

where zS is the depth within the ground. 8, is initialized using equation (11) for every model
level defined by the grid within the ground. It should be mentioned that this change of variable
has no physical significance. It is solely an artificial mathematical trick to eliminate the use of
fictitious gradients between the atmospheric potential temperature 8 and the soil sensible
temperature T, which appear when the surface pressure is different than 1000 hPa, in the
computation of surface heat fluxes. Using the above definition, the soil heat diffusion equation
becomes:

3%=a --ks3%--- %R 3Psfc
aZ pep aZ
t
i PsfCP at

at

(12)

It can be observed that equation (12) is quite similar to the usual form of the diffusion
equation [173, apart from an additional “correction” term. This correction term arises from the
change of variable and is a function of the surface pressure(p,f,) tendency (second term on the
right of (12)).
With these modifications, all heat fluxes are computed in terms of a potential temperature
and are thus “transparent” to the value of surface pressure,meaning that a surface pressurevalue
different than 1000 hPa can now be used, provided that potential temperaturesare computed and
used properly.
Now from the atmospheric point of view, COBEL computes the evolution of the potential
temperature, a conserved quantity in an adiabatic atmosphere. Thus pressure changes in the
column of air act mainly to modify the saturation state of a layer by modifying its temperature
(T), and thus its associated saturation water vapor mixing ratio q,,t(p,T). Within COBEL’s
algorithm, for a given time step, the potential temperature equation is solved first to obtain 0 at
time t+At, then the water vapor mixing ratio equation (q at t+At), then both equations for the
wind components are solved. Only then, the “new” (at t+At) sensible temperature is computed
from the “new” potential temperature,using the following relation,
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.

R/c,

to compute the “new” saturation mixing ratio qsat(p,T) using equation (9). A check is then made
to see if supersaturation (or sub-saturation in the case where liquid water is already present) is
attained. If a phase change is required (liquid to vapor or vapor to liquid), the “all or nothing”
condensationscheme is then applied to determine the new equilibrium state defined as T* and q*
(see [6]). 8* is then computed from T* and we are ready to go on to the next time step.
l

With this algorithm in mind, it was decided that the pressuretendencies should intervene to
modify the pressure profile just before the computation of the new temperature T and of
q,,t(p,T). The following equation is thus added at this point:
At

(14)

where the pressure tendency can be obtained from analysesor the output of a mesoscalemodel.
Equation (14) is applied to all model levels, including the surface. This way, for a given time
step, changes of the saturation state of air parcels related to pressurechanges in the column are
taken into account when computing the condensation/evaporationterm in the liquid water budget
equation. Thus mesoscale pressurechanges now contribute to the representation of BL clouds
within COBEL.
4.1.2 Validation
The validation of the above described modifications is again based on the simulation of the
November 15th - 16th “Lille 88” fog case. First, an integration was performed with the modified
version using an identical set-up as was used with the initial version of the model (i.e., surface
pressure of 1000 hPa and no pressure tendency). A comparison could then be made with
previous results in order to acquire the confidence that implemented modifications did not
introduce artificial effects that would degrade the quality of simulations. Results were identical
to those obtained with the initial version (results not shown).
The next step toward the validation of the new capabilities of the model is to compare
Bergot’s simulation of this case [8] with results obtained with our modified version, using the
true value of 1030 hPa for the surface pressure(instead of Bergot’s 1000 hPa). To simplify the
validation process, no pressure tendencies are applied for this integration (pressure profile
constant during the whole simulation). Here, twelve-hour simulations are used since the focus is
on the formation stage of the fog layer. Figure 12 presentsthe results of near surface horizontal
visibility obtained with pressureprofiles computed from surface pressurevalues of 1000 hPa and
1030 hPa, respectively. It is observed that the lowering of the visibility below 1000 m occurs
about one hour earlier for the integration performed with p,f,=1030 hPa, compared to the one
where p,fc=lOOOhPa. Also, the poorest visibility value attained after twelve hours of integration
is about 50 m lower when a 1030 hPa value is used instead of 1000 hPa. This can be explained
by the fact that the use of a higher surface pressurewill lead to higher pressurevalues throughout
the column and thus, with the same initial temperature values, leads to a lower value of the
overall saturation mixing ratio (eq. 9).
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Figure 12. Time evolution of modeledhorizontal visibility at I.6 m using 1000 hPa as surface pressure (thin
solid line), 1030 hPa (dotted line) and observedvisibility (thick grey line) at 1.4 m (adaptedfrom fig. V.27 (d) of
Bergot, 1993),for the 15th-16th November “Lille 88” case. Model initialization pevormed at 1500 UTC
November ljth.

Consequently, the initial state of the present integration is characterized by a higher relative
humidity and hence saturation is attained soonerwhen the cooling rate is the same, as is the case
here. It can also be observed that with the real surface pressure measured at the experimental
site, the simulated fog layer appearsearlier and is somewhat denser at the end of the integration
when compared to observations. Nevertheless, these discrepancies are relatively small in the
presentcontext and results can be consideredreasonably accurate.
After validating the modifications related to the possible use of various surface pressure
values, the modifications related to the implementation of temporal variations of the pressure
profile, a simulation was performed while applying a very small pressure tendency throughout
the column and throughout the integration. This way, significant differences with the reference
simulation (no pressure tendency) are not to be expected. A value of -0.01 hPa/3h has been
chosenfor the experiment. A surfacepressureof iO30 hPa was used for the reference simulation
and the test simulation as well. No significant differences were observed between results (not
shown) when carefully studying the model output. So, it can be concluded with fairly good
confidence that the chosen approach for the implementation of pressure tendencies in the
COBEL model is working according to expectations. This will be further verified through
sensitivity experiments.
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4.1.3 Sensitivity Experiments
In this section, results of experiments concerning the sensitivity of the model to pressure
tendencies are presented. Simulations were performed with various values of pressure
tendencies and results are compared to the reference simulation characterized by no pressure
tendency. Firstly, the November 15th - 16th “Lille 88” fog case is used, with an initial surface
pressurevalue of 1030 hPa. Secondly, using the samedata from the November 15th - 16th“Lille
88” fog case as a framework, a hypothetical stratus case was constructed by artificially
“injecting” some additional humidity in the upper portion of COBEL’s grid. The initial specific
humidity profile was modified so as to obtain a relative humidity oscillating around 95 percent
between 200 m and 950 m. Experiments conducted with these conditions will be presentedand
discussedlater in this section.
First, concentrating on the fog case, pressuretendencies of -3 hPa/3h, -1 hPa/3h, +l hPa/3h
and +3 hPa/3h were applied during COBEL integrations. This range of values is considered
reasonable and not entirely uncommon in a number of meteorological conditions. For every
experiment, each pressuretendency value was applied throughout the column and throughout the
twelve-hour integrations.

.

Figure 13 shows comparisons of horizontal visibility, at 1.6 m, between the reference
simulation and simulations performed with -1 hPa/3h and -3 hPa/3h pressure tendencies. As
expected, the fog layer appears earlier when pressure is falling. For a tendency of -1 hPa/3h
(Figure 13 (a)), significant condensation occurs about l/2 hour earlier than in the referencecase.
In fact, the significant visibility reduction starts at 2145 UTC when the tendency is applied
compared to 2215 UTC in the reference simulation. The rate at which visibility reduction occurs
is about the same at first but becomes less important as the visibility approachesits minimum.
This is mainly due to the fact that as the fog layer becomes thick enough; IR radiation emitted
within the fog produces some heating that counteracts the surface cooling. At the end of the
integration, horizontal visibilities are close to each other in both simulations. When a -3 hPa/3h
tendency is applied (Figure 13 (b)), the same characteristics are observed as in the previous
experiment (-1 hPa/3h) but with more pronounced differences with the reference case. The
horizontal visibility first reaches the 1000 m threshold about 1 hr 15 min earlier than in the
reference case. A much more important visibility reduction is observed between 2100 UTC
November 15th and 0130 UTC November 16*. At the end of the twelve-hour integration, the
visibility is about 40 m lower when pressurefalls were applied.
When positive pressuretendencies are applied, the fog layer appearssome time later than in
the reference case (Figure 14). In fact, the significant visibility reduction (visibility below 1000
m) occurs 3/4h and 1 3/4h later when +l hPa/3h and +3 hPa/3h pressuretendencies are applied,
respectively (Figure 14 (a) and 14 (b), respectively). At the end of the integration, the visibility
is only about 50 m higher when the +l hPa/3h tendency was applied compared to the reference
case,but is about 150 to 200 m higher when a +3 hPa/3h was applied. In fact, in this latter casea
densefog layer (visibility below 200 m) never appearedafter twelve hours of integration.
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Now studying the impact of pressuretendencies on the vertical extent of a fog layer, Figure
15 shows the resulting temporal evolution of the liquid water content profile with +3 hPa/3h,
0 hPa/3h (referencecase) and -3 hPa/3h pressuretendencies. It is shown that the evolution of the
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fog layer is quite sensitive when different pressuretendenciesare applied. For the referencecase
(Figure 15 (b)), the maximum height reached by the saturated layer after twelve hours of
integration is 40 m, compared to 20 m and 60 m when +3 hPa/3h (Figure 15 (a)) and -3 hPa/3h
(Figure 15 (c)) pressuretendenciesare applied, respectively.
These simple experiments have shown that the appearanceand evolution of a fog layer is
quite sensitive to the adiabatic cooling/warming induced by local pressuretendencies. Fog onset
shows a variability of the order of about one hour for pressure tendency values that are
commonly observed in the real atmosphere. Also, it has been shown that the height of a fog
layer can be doubled when a relatively moderate negative pressuretendency (falling pressure)is
present.
Now, in order to study the impact of pressure tendencies on BL cloud layers, the initial
specific humidity profile of the November 15th -16th “Lille 88” case was modified by adding
some humidity in the 200 m - 950 m layer so that the relative humidity became close to
95 percent in that domain. Then, simulations were made with 0 hPa/3h, -1 hPai3h and -3 hPa/3h
pressuretendencies. Here, only results from the -3 hPa/3h experiment are shown since in the two
other experiments no cloud formed during the twelve hours of integration. Figure 16 shows the
resulting temporal evolution of the liquid water content profile throughout the twelve hours of
integration. It is shown that the expectedfog layer forms around 2100 UTC as before (seeFigure
13 (b)) and most importantly that a stratuscloud starts forming at about 2015 UTC at a height of
800 m (Figure 16 (a)). As the night progresses, this cloud thickens (increased liquid water
content) and its base lowers toward the surface. Figure 16 (b) shows a “zoom” on the evolution
of the fog layer. A comparison with Figure 15 (c) shows that the development of the fog layer is
greatly reduced by the presence of the overlying cloud cover. The increased downward IR
radiation emitted by this cloud even leads to the complete dissipation of the fog at around 2300
UTC. The present results suggestthat local pressuretendenciescan contribute to the formation
of low level clouds and thus have a non-negligible importance in the very-short-term prediction
of such clouds. Also, this experiment has permitted us to verify that the model is able to
representthe interaction between a stratus/fog cloud system.
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4.2

Vertical Motion (w=dz/dt)

Now that local pressure tendencies were implemented in the model to take into account the
in-situ cooling/warming related to falling/rising pressure that may eventually lead to the
formation/dissipation of clouds, advection by the vertical wind is another process to take into
account to represent the cooling/warming due to the vertical displacement of an air parcel. It is
recognized that synoptic scale or mesoscale vertical velocities are often at least an order of
magnitude lower than convective vertical velocities generally found within the convective
boundary layer and thus can be considered negligible. But this is not the case in the stable
nocturnal boundary layer. Also, subsidenceplays an important role in maintaining the inversion
capping the boundary layer. The “strength” and height of this inversion is regulated by this
mesoscale subsidence and has a direct influence on the boundary layer cloud cover. Thus,
vertical advection needsto be implemented within the model to hope for a realistic representation
of the cloud-topped boundary layer.
4.2.1 Implementation
The three-dimensional advection of a variable a can be written as:

where the first term on the right is the horizontal component while the second term is the vertical
component of the overall advection. The horizontal advection of potential temperature and water
vapor mixing ratio was already included in the COBEL model, as discussedin [6]. The vertical
component can be calculated by using the vertical motion “w” taken from a mesoscalemodel or
computed from analyses, and is thus an external parameter, and by computing the vertical
derivative of a within the 1D model (internal parameter). This method has been chosen, instead
of computing the entire term externally, to be consistentwith the objective of taking advantageof
COBEL’s high vertical resolution.
For now, vertical advection terms have been added to equations governing the evolution of
both horizontal velocity components (u and v), potential temperature, water vapor mixing ratio
and liquid water mixing ratio. Vertical advection of turbulent kinetic energy has been omitted
for now.
A suitable numerical method has to be identified in order to represent vertical advection as
accurately as possible. This topic alone has been extensively discussedin the literature over the
past several years. Several schemes with various degrees of complexity exist but all have
undesirable characteristics such as false dispersion or dissipation [18]. But here, simplicity is an
important quality to consider. Due to the uncertain nature of possible impacts related to these
characteristics in our context, two simple schemeshave been chosen and implemented in the
model to verify if solutions obtained with both schemesdo not diverge significantly. The goals
of this exercise are to, first, help in the selection of one of the two schemesand, second,to assess
the sensitivity of the model to the choice of the advection scheme.
The first considered scheme is the “forward-in-time, upstream-in-space” scheme [ 193,while
the other is the “forward-in-time, centered finite difference” or Euler scheme [20]. The first
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scheme is dissipative and thus its use may result in some degradation in the representation of
fine-scale features. The second schemeis dispersive. The main undesirable effect related to the
use of this latter scheme in the COBEL model is the possible appearanceof unphysical negative
water vapor and liquid water content. These unphysical “holes” can be eliminated with the use
of simple “hole filling” algorithms. But the use of these algorithms can result in some artificial
transport of liquid water or water vapor.
4.2.2 Validation
Various twenty-four-hour simulations were carried out to compare results obtained with both
schemes. The November 15th-16* “Lille 88” fog case, as well as the “stratus” case obtained by
modifying the initial humidity profile of the former case, have been used. In all simulations, a
1030 hPa surface pressurehas been used, with no pressuretendencies. Figure 17 shows the used
vertical motion profile. This profile is characterized by a relatively small constant value of
+0.2 cm/s in the major part of the domain, diminishing to 0 cm/s at the ground. All simulations
have been initialized at 1500 UTC November 15th (day 1) and stopped at 1500 UTC November
16* (day 2).

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

vertical motion

0.4
0.2
(cm s-l)

0.6

Figure 17. Vertical profde of vertical motion used in COBEL simulations.

First, two temporal differencing methods have been tested for both schemes. Explicit and
implicit versions have been coded and tested. Here, explicit and implicit means that the vertical
derivative in the second term of equation (15) is considered at time “t” or “t+At”, respectively.
Results (not shown) indicate that simulated liquid water contents obtained when using the two
advection schemesare almost identical, thus suggesting that with our short time step (60 sec. and
30 sec. when liquid water has appeared), the temporal differencing is not an important factor
when considering vertical advection algorithms. The implicit formulation was then chosen to be
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consistent with the already coded implicit formulation of the sedimentation flux divergence term
in the liquid water budget equation. When using a constant sedimentation velocity, as is the case
here (see [6]), this term becomesan “advective” term (velocity times the gradient of the field) :
aG
-=-=v.

aviq,

-hl

aZ az 1az(if

Vi

=cte)

(16)

where G = viql is the sedimentation flux of cloud droplets. Since this term contributes to the
vertical advection of liquid water, it is believed that a uniform or consistent numerical
differencing between this term and the implemented vertical advection term is preferable.
Another reason for choosing the implicit formulation is the unconditionally stable nature of the
scheme. With an explicit formulation, great care must be taken to ensure that the CourantFriedrichs-Levy criterion [20] is met to eliminate the possible appearanceof spurious unstable
numerical modes.
Now concentrating on the spatial differencing of the two tested schemes, again several
simulations have been carried out. Implicit versions of the “upstream” and “centered finite
difference” schemeswere used in separatesimulations and resulting liquid water contents were
compared. Possible negative liquid water contents are eliminated by simply setting values back
to zero whenever negative values appear. For the fog case, differences between results are
minimal due to the fact that the fog layer is located below 100 m and that the magnitude of the
vertical motion in that layer is very small (results not shown). For the hypothetical “stratus”
case, significant differences are observed. It can be seen in Figure 18 that the adiabatic cooling
due to the upward motion leads to the formation of a cloud deck initially at a height of about
900 m. Overnight, cloud baselowers probably due to the sedimentation of cloud droplets. What
is remarkable here is the difference in the time of formation of the cloud layer when different
vertical advection schemesare used. When the “centered finite difference” advection schemeis
used, the cloud layer appears roughly three hours earlier than when the “upstream” scheme is
employed.
The following question is then raised: Which schemeis more accurate? Since the “centered
finite difference” scheme is of the second order and the “upstream” is a first order scheme, the
former should be more accurate. To verify this, the resolution in the upper part of COBEL’s grid
was improved. The original grid was distributed according to a log-linear relationship which
resulted in a considerable decrease in resolution toward the top of the model domain [6]. A
constant grid spacing of 60 m was implemented by adding 10 levels above 300 m, while
preserving the original high resolution of the grid below that level. This resulted in a minimal
increase in the computer cost. Figure 19 shows results obtained with this new configuration of
the grid. Apart from the fact that more details can be observed in the evolution of the cloud
layer, it can be seen that results obtained with both vertical advection schemestend to converge
toward the same solution. The time of formation of the cloud layer obtained with the “centered
finite difference” scheme is again between 1800 and 1900 UTC, while the one with the
“upstream” schemehas changed from 2200 UTC to 2000 UTC. The fact that the solution toward
which the results seem to converge closely resembles the one obtained with the “centered finite
difference” advection scheme in the previous experiment (original grid, Figure 18) suggeststhat
this schemeis the most accurate of the two, as suspected. Consequently, this schemeis retained
for the experiments to follow, as well as the new grid configuration.
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UTC on day I to 1500 UTC on day 2. Results obtained with the “centeredfinite difference ” schemeare
shown with a dashed line, and those obtained with the “upstream” schemewith a solid line.
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4.2.3 Sensitivity Experiments
Now that an advection scheme has been chosen and that the resolution of the grid has been
improved, a set of experiments were undertaken to assessthe sensitivity of COBEL simulations
to vertical motion. Again, simple experiments were performed on the November 15*-16th “Lille
88” fog casedescribed previously and the hypothetical stratuscaseused in the validation process
of the implementation of vertical advection terms. Various twenty-four-hour simulations were
performed by imposing no vertical motion, upward vertical motion, and downward vertical
motion. Simulations have been initialized at 1500 UTC November 15th (day 1) and stopped at
1500 UTC November 16th (day 2). The profile shown in Figure 17 is used for the simulation
when ascending motion is imposed while its mirror image is used when imposing downward
motion, meaning that a -0.2 cm/s vertical motion is present over most of the domain. For each
experiment, the vertical motion profile is set constantthroughout the simulation.
Figure 20 shows results of the experiment performed on the fog case. Note that the vertical
domain of each graph is different. What is most apparent in this figure is that the time of fog
onset is independent of the vertical motion. But the vertical extent of the simulated fog layer is
very sensitive. With fairly weak vertical velocities, the evolution of the fog layer is quite
different. For instance, the maximum height of the fog layer reached during the twenty-fourhour simulations is 26 m, 250 m and 475 m when downward motion, no motion and upward
motion have been imposed, respectively. When subsidence was imposed, the fog layer even
dissipated completely in the morning at about 0800 UTC (Figure 20 (a)) while a fog-to-stratus
transition occurred in the morning when no vertical motions were applied, with complete stratus
burn-off around 1130 UTC (Figure 20 (b)). It should be noted that for the date considered
(November 16rh), sunrise takes place at about 0715 UTC in northern France. When upward
motion is applied, no fog/stratus complete bum-off occurs in the morning (Figure 20 (c)). Only a
decrease in the liquid water content is observed in the lowest 200 m starting at sunrise.
Unfortunately, no solid conclusions can be drawn at this point concerning comparisons with
reality for the bum-off time as mesoscale forcings (geostrophic winds, advections, high-cloud
cover etc.) were not available beyond a twelve-hour forecast (beyond 0300 UTC November
16th). For our experiments, these missing forcings for the last twelve hours of our simulations
were simply set constant to their last available values.
For the hypothetical “stratus” case, results of significance have already been shown. When
no vertical motion is applied, essentially no stratus cloud layer appears during the simulation,
thus permitting the fog layer to grow as shown in Figure 20 (b). When subsidence is imposed,
again no stratus cloud appearsdue to the adiabatic warming related to the downward motion. A
limited growth of the fog layer then takes place near the surface as shown in Figure 20 (a). In the
casewhere weak upward motion was imposed, the resulting liquid water field evolution is shown
in Figure 19. Again, slight variations in the vertical motion forcing imposed within a COBEL
simulation produces quite different results.
Even though the hypothetical context employed here prevents any serious comparisons with
reality, these results suggest that the presence of even small vertical motions, advecting basic
meteorological quantities, have a non-negligible effect on the outcome of low cloud events,
which is of great importance to aviation traffic management.
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4.3

Other Implementations
4.3.1 Horizontal Advection of Horizontal Winds

Since vertical motion is associated with the divergence of horizontal winds, through the
continuity equation [17] and thus to horizontal gradients of horizontal winds, it may be
preferable to implement the terms representing horizontal advection of horizontal momentum in
the 1D simulation to better keep track of the three-dimensional distribution of momentum. No
significant tests have been undertaken to verify this statement, but neverthelessthese terms have
been added as possible external forcings used to drive the COBEL model. These forcings have
been implemented following the guidelines of Bergot [8] (see also [6]) for the computation of
horizontal advection terms.
4.3.2 Horizontal Advection of Pressure
To complement the introduction of effects related to the variability of the pressurefield, the
contribution of the horizontal advection of pressureterm has also been implemented. Near the
surface, an air parcel being horizontally advected in a region characterized by an important
horizontal pressure gradient might experience significant cooling/warming due to the imposed
adiabatic expansion/compression. As suggestedby results obtained within the “eulerian” point
of view of in situ pressure tendencies, this “lagrangian” change of pressure may play an
important role in the formation/dissipation of fog or stratus. Since COBEL uses potential
temperature as a prognostic variable, this effect can be introduced in our 1D simulations by
modifying the computation of the horizontal advection of potential temperature. Using the
standarddefinition of potential temperature 8, the horizontal advection of 8 can be written:

already in the
model

newly
implemented

The initial formulation of the model incorporated only the first term on the right of (17). Since
COBEL uses potential temperature as one of its prognostic variables, the advection of sensible
temperaturewas computed from mesoscaleanalysesor from a mesoscalemodel and incorporated
within the 1D simulation using this truncated version of equation (17). Now, the possibility of
using the complete form of (17) has been coded in the model. Thus, the horizontal advection of
pressurecomputed from analysesof a model can be incorporated in a COBEL simulation, but no
significant tests have been performed. Consequently, no further discussion concerning this topic
will be presentedhere.
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In the U.S., the most immediate operational application in which COBEL could be of
potential value would be in support of a wake vortex hazard system, such as the Advanced
Vortex Spacing System (AVOSS). Wake vortices generated by leading aircraft represent a
hazard for other aircraft which may encounter these trailing vortices while taking off or landing.
Thus, wake vortex behavior represents an important safety concern for ATC personnel.
Evidence suggeststhat current wake-vortex-imposed aircraft spacing restrictions may be unduly
conservative during most situations that compel IFR operations. Since spacing between aircraft
directly affects airport capacity, improved wake vortex advisories could yield significant cost
savings [21].
It is only when wake vortices are relatively long lived that they represent a potential threat.
The atmospheric environment, especially in the lower boundary layer, is an important factor in
determining whether wake vortices are likely to be an operational concern. An AVOSS could
benefit significantly from accurate predictions of the transition between stable and mixed
boundary layer regimes. These transitions, usually occurring during the morning and evening
hours, can dramatically alter the vertical structure of the horizontal wind. Such information
would provide useful support to detailed, timely gridded winds analysesin the terminal area that
would reveal whether wake vortices will linger in the approach path or be blown away. For
example, when the boundary layer stabilizes late in the day, the atmospherenear the surface may
become “decoupled” from that above, resulting in a calming of the wind that can occur rather
abruptly. The opposite sequenceof events, with a sudden increasein the wind, is often observed
during the morning transition. These times often correspondto peak periods in airport demand.
While the COBEL technology would contribute significantly to a wake vortex advisory
system such as the AVOSS if only it could predict the stabilizing and destabilizing of the
boundary layer, COBEL would also provide other potentially useful information. For example,
COBEL produces predictions of both turbulent kinetic energy, a parameter depicting the mean
strength of turbulent motions, and boundary layer thermal stratification. Theoretical studies have
determined that atmospheric turbulence leads to rapid dissipation of wake vortices and that they
are also affected by the vertical stratification of the atmosphere[22].
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6. SUMMARY

Experiments conducted in France showed that the use of the coupled COBEL-mesoscale
model forecasting system results in an important improvement in the quality and accuracy of
radiation fog forecasts [3]. This initial work, performed by Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse,
France under funding from M&Co-France, is an especially good example of leveraging in
technology transfer.
Building on the capabilities demonstrated by COBEL in France, UQAM has enhanced the
model so that a wider range of meteorological phenomena can now be represented. These
improvements are relevant to the ITWS goal of developing products to support automated shortterm predictions (nowcasts) of operationally significant C&V events. The most significant
improvements included incorporating:
l

A parameterization for surface frost formation;

l

The effect of saturatedair on atmospheric stability (fog);

l

Additional non-local large-scaleforcing components;

l

The local pressuretendency; and

l

Advection by the vertical wind component.

These factors influence the overall boundary layer environment, especially the onset, evolution
and dissipation of fog and stratus. Experiments showed that when these influences were omitted
there was more of a problem on somewhat longer time scales (12 to 24 hours) and suggestthat
some error would likely be seenin the finer details on shorter time scales(0 to 6 hours).
Column models have been used successfully to representthe current state and the very-shortterm evolution of the lower atmospheric in the terminal area [23]. This development has lead to
a prototype operational Oregon State University (OSU) column model, forced by measured
surface fluxes, that is currently implemented in support of MIT Lincoln Laboratory’s San
Francisco International Airport Stratus Project. COBEL has shown encouraging results in
representing the evolution of the fine-scale vertical structure of the lower boundary layer in
general and that of the stable nocturnal boundary layer in particular. COBEL’s ability to model
the evening transition from the neutral to the stable regime with light winds is the main feature
behind its successin predicting radiation fog in northern France [8]. Preliminary studies have
shown that COBEL is also able to realistically representthe stable to neutral transition occurring
in the morning [4]. Furthermore, [24] has studied the processeslinked to the evolution of the
wind maximum at the top of the stably stratified boundary layer (low level jet). Her work
suggeststhat COBEL incorporates the physics necessaryto realistically simulate the onset and
subsequentevolution of the low level jet. Nocturnal low level jets have been frequently observed
at Dallas/Ft. Worth, a principal candidate for an AVOSS demonstration.
Future development efforts will concentrate on the operational implementation of COBEL.
UQAM is already completing the development of a graphical user interface to support COBEL’s
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display requirements within an operational environment. In France, initial data sets will be
provided by the operational mesoscale model run by MCteo-France and additional sensorsthat
will supplement an automated surface observation system similar to the ASOS in the U.S. For
ITWS applications, the initial vertical structure and surface forcing can be provided by the fluxforced OSU column model supplementedby ITWS sensordata. The Swedish weather service is
working on an automated terminal aviation forecast system based on a column model that
appears to provide additional techniques for specifying initial conditions [25]. Finally, there is
the option of developing a flux-forced version of COBEL. Since it would be less straightforward
to implement this capability for COBEL than it was for the OSU column model, this effort
should await evaluation of its performance with its current design.
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